**KEP TOTALIZER #2 METER**

- **Pressure Signal**: 16 AWG, Twisted, Stranded, Copper, Braid Shielded (600V 200°C Rating)
  - 2 Conductor Cable Only

- **Terminal Block**:
  - *2 Vortex Meter
  - 14 AWG, Stranded, Copper
  - 16 AWG, 4 Conductors (2-twisted, shielded pairs) Twisted, Stranded, Copper, Braid Shielded (600V 200°C Rating)
  - 10 AWG, Solid, Copper (for Digital Version Vortex Meter)

- **Hot, Ground, & Neutral Jumpers**: Terminate at this terminal block; not at KEP Terminal Block

- **120 V AC Rated Lightbulb Indicator Lights**

- **Ball Valve Actuator Terminal Box**: (Ball Valve #2 on Meter Run #3)

**NOTE:** If P-XMTR to be installed, refer to Spec S-624 R6